The problem of determining defects in structures using eddy current methods was investigated. The goal of this work is to demonstrate that the forces, generated by the eddy currents and acting back on the magnet system can be used to detect defects in the object. Numerical simulations and experimental investigations have been performed. This novel technique has been found to be sensitive enough to detect even deep defects in an Aluminium bar moving relative to the field-generating magnet system.
Introduction
Non-destructive testing (NDT) for conductive objects requires high reliability to detect cracks and defects in advance. Eddy Current Testing (ECT) is one of the non-destructive techniques often used to detect them [1] . In this method, a frequency dependent exciting current is commonly used to measure voltage changes on the pick-up coils for high detection sensitivity. It changes the magnetic field around conductive objects where cracks and defects prevent the flow of the eddy currents, and thus leading to changes of the impedance of the pick-up coil [2] . To detect the defects sensitively, high frequency exciting currents or multi-frequency techniques have to be applied. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to detect them, either on the reverse side surface or inside thick objects, due to the skin effect [3] .
However, for the safety of any constructions it is important to detect defects from the outside non-invasively. In such cases, low frequency exciting currents have to be used to yield the eddy currents through the front surface to the reverse side surface of the conductive objects or even for rather deeply located internal defects. The amount of eddy currents decreases because of its larger expansion in the object volume. Thus, it becomes more difficult to detect the effects from defects which are far away from the pick-up coils at low frequencies [4] .
Therefore, we propose a new strategy of defect detection which is almost independent of the exciting current frequencies and thus from skin depths. It is well-known that the interactions of the magnetic field and the eddy currents caused by it lead to a Lorentz force with density f = j x B. Following Newton´s 3 rd law it can be stated that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. When, for example, a liquid metal moves in the magnetic field this Lorentz force will brake the flow. The Lorentz force density is roughly f ~ σ v B 2 , where σ is the electrical conductivity of the fluid, v its velocity, and B the magnitude of the magnetic field [5] . This fact is well-known and has found a variety of applications for flow control in metallurgy and crystal growth [6, 7] . Several more papers describe different methods for modelling of eddy current problems including permanent magnets and moving parts [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . A less widely recognized fact is also that by virtue of Newton´s law, an opposite force acts upon the magnetic-field-generating system and drags it along the flow direction as if the magnetic field lines were invisible obstacles. This force is proportional to the velocity and the conductivity of the fluid [13] . Its measurement is the key idea of the so-called Lorentz Force Velocimetry (LFV) [14] . The principle is shown in Fig. 1 . The magnetic-field-generating system can also consist of coils or a combination of coils, permanent magnets, and ferromagnetic material (from [5] ).
The described Lorentz force velocimetry ( Fig. 1) can also be adapted to ECT if the liquid metal is substituted by a conductive solid object moving relative to the magnet system [15] . In this paper we describe simulation studies related to the Lorentz Force Eddy Current Testing (LF-ECT) as well as first experimental investigations.
Experiments
In the experimental studies the liquid metal ( Fig. 1 ) was replaced by a massive Aluminium bar as a test object prepared with a set of different defects. The bar was moved with constant velocity in a magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet system.
Fig. 2 -Aluminium bar (prepared with a set of defects) is moving through a uniform magnetic field, whereas the Lorentz force acting on the permanent magnet is measured.
Several flat surface slots and boreholes of different diameters along the bar were used to simulate cracks and defects (Fig. 2) . Two types of magnet systems were applied generating either a homogeneous or an inhomogeneous magnetic field in which the Aluminium bar was moving. In both cases the forces acting on the NdFeB-magnets were measured.
Force measurements
In first tests the forces acting on the magnet systems were measured while an Aluminium bar was moving with a constant velocity of 15 cm/s through the magnetic field. The Aluminium bar was prepared with three surface slots of different widths (1, 2 and 4 mm) but the same depth of 2mm, three small horizontal and vertical boreholes (diameters 2, 4 and 6mm) and two big boreholes (diameter 15mm). The defect positions along the specimen are given in Fig. 3 .
Some measurement results are given in Fig. 4 showing the relationships of measured forces and defect positions along the Aluminium bar. The correct defect positions are given in Table 1 .
Due to the fact that a constant velocity for the bar movement was chosen the changes in the measured force signals can directly be related to the corresponding defect positions. 
Fig. 4 -Measurement results of the force acting on the magnet system versus position if the Aluminium bar is moving through the magnetic field with constant velocity.

Computation of the fields
Fig. 5 -Magnetic flux density (top) and electrical current density distribution (bottom) in the Aluminium bar due to the homogeneous magnetic field system, computed with the Maxwell3D FEM software.
The configuration shown in Fig. 2 was simulated using the Maxwell3D FEM software. Fig. 5 shows the obtained magnetic field distribution (top) and the current density distribution (bottom) for the case where the bar is moved through an almost homogeneous magnetic field caused by two bar magnets inside an iron yoke. It can be seen that the magnetic field is almost homogeneous in the bar whereas the current density shows maximum values near the lower corners of the permanent magnets.
Eddy current testing of moving objects
Eddy current testing by means of force measurements requires relative movements between the magnet system and the specimen under test. From the numerical simulation point of view it is easier to analyze a fixed magnet system and a moving specimen. In this case the governing equation is ( )
where A is the magnetic vector potential, B the magnetic flux density, σ the electrical conductivity of the specimen and v its velocity. If permanent magnets are used this equation can be rewritten as
with the remanent flux density B r .
Force computation
Calculation of the magnetic force is fundamental in modelling of a coupled magneto-mechanical system. For rigid movement only knowledge of the total force is necessary, while for a system with deformable material it is essential to know the local force distribution. There are three different force calculation methods available in numerical modelling [16] [17] [18] :
1. Maxwell stress tensor 2. Method of virtual displacement 3. Lorentz force Whereas the first two methods can be used to calculate the total force, local force calculations are usually based on Lorentz formula × J B in conductors, and on
We used a simple 2D configuration for testing the possible resolution of the measurement of the forces acting on a permanent magnet system while an Aluminium plate is moving with different constant velocities in it's vicinity (Fig. 6 ). Whereas the Lorentz force (F L ) acting on the magnet was measured during movement of the Aluminium plate, the force per length (f L ) was computed in the plate:
7 Numerical computation approach 2D numerical simulations were performed with a magnetostatics AC/DC module of the COMSOL 3.3 FEM-software. Equation (2) was solved using the following parameters:
• In Fig. 8 it can be seen that the higher the velocity is, the higher the forces are, but there is some saturation effect for very high velocities. In Fig. 10 it is shown that force changes appear when the crack is passing the corners of the permanent magnet. 
Conclusion
A numerical simulation study using the COMSOL 3.3 FEM-software has shown that it is possible to detect cracks in conductors by means of measuring the Lorentz force acting on a permanent magnet system, due to the conductor movement. Although this was shown only for a 2D case, similar results can be expected for 3D problems as well. Further investigations have to be done in order to verify the detection of defects which are located rather deep inside the conductor, using this novel Lorentz force eddy current testing technique.
